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By Cindy Baldwin

Have you recovered from the holidays? If your house
was like mine, that recovery involved more than putting away the holiday decorations and working on those
New Year resolutions. Just about everyone I talk to has
experienced “the cruds” in the past few weeks, and that
includes our family who celebrated Christmas with every
member of our family -- except one -- catching whatever
it was that was going around. I will say that we went through a lot less food than usual
during the five days my daughter’s family was with us. But, we managed to have a good
time despite the fevers and upset stomachs. It did, however, put a crimp in my road
trips. Watch for a return of our Road Trip feature in the April/May issue.
Now, we look forward to spring, even as winter hangs around for a few more
weeks. The cover of this issue is anticipating those beautiful spring flowers. I always
look forward to February and it’s holidays -- Valentine’s Day and President’s Day, both
of which are forever linked in my memory with construction paper cutouts of hearts and
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln silhouettes that decorated our school room
walls. And March was always the best -- daffodils and crocus coming up, grass greening
AND my birthday. What’s not to like about that? To celebrate my birthday, I’m having
a special give-away in our gift certificate drawing of a Hadaki project bag. You can see
it on page 15. Just indicate on the gift certificate entry that you would like to be considered to win the bag.
This issue features our Directory of Kansas Quilt Shops. We have tried our best to
find all the quilt shops in the state, but there is always a possibility that we have missed
someone. If you have a favorite quilt shop that isn’t listed, please let us know so we can
include it next year. Shops that have ads in this issue are bolded and have a notation
beside their listing indicating on which page you can find that shop’s ad. As always,
if you are traveling a distance to a shop, call before you go. Hours change and shops
sometimes close.
With the coming of nicer weather, there is no reason not to do some road tripping.
There are several shop hops happening in the next couple of months, several quilt shows
and other special events -- plus some great shopping in gift and craft shops. Check out
our advertising Bed and Breakfasts for wonderful places to stay while your on the road
-- or just a comfortable place to get away a relax for a few days. Do you know that our
advertisers are locally, independently owned businesses. Shopping at our advertisers
not only helps them -- it helps local Kansas communities and provides you with unique
shopping opportunities. Please check them out. And, as always, enjoy this copy of The
Country Register of Kansas. Until next time . . . . Cindy
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Anthony • Kiowa

I have a confession to make. I have never slept under a quilt I have made. There, I
said it. Publicly, even! It’s never been something I’ve done (or not done) purposefully.
It’s just that, being in business as a machine quilter these past 14 years and four months,
a lot of my personal quilts go vertical vs. horizontal. I hang them on my Studio walls.
They become examples of quilted design choices for my customers, eye-candy decor,
incentive, atmosphere, etc. While I don’t see any Quilt Police on the horizon, something
about that confession leaves me feeling a bit convicted and guilty . . . of “something”
-- but I’m not quite sure what.
Of the quilts I’ve actually made and kept, there was always one I planned to take
down whenever our bedroom received a coordinating coat of paint! I finally brought
it home to be used for the first time a couple months ago. I took great delight walking
past the open bedroom doors; glancing at the bright colors, reveling in the texture of the
quilting; enhanced by the natural light coming through the windows. I was so pleased
and excited I was practically giddy. For the first week or so, I dutifully took it off each
night. I didn’t want skin oil on it, or to maybe break some stitches, or have it end up on
the floor or, or, or. If I sat on the edge of the bed, I folded it back. I found myself uptight about its use, in general. I thought, “Good grief! I’ve been better able to LET GO
of quilts I’ve given away. This is nuts!” If I made it to be used, I just needed to cut the
apron strings and USE it. So, one night, I left it on and crawled in. I turned a few times,
tried to tuck and re-tuck a few times, then ended up lying there thinking . . . thinking . . .
and thinking some more. I went back in my mind to the various quilts I had slept under
in the past.
As a very little girl, there was the big heavy comforter/quilt kept in the cellar. I never saw it in any light other than that of a lantern, so it remains fairly mysterious to this
day. I’ve no idea its color or whether it was quilted or tied. I do remember the weight
and smell. It smelled like dirt. When a storm threatened, Mom and Dad would cajole,
carry and herd we five little ones outside across the yard and down the steps into the cellar. There was a potato-bed frame attached to the back wall with the front side raised up
for storing out of the way when empty. Dad would lower the front and it would swing a
bit, suspended by chains from the ceiling. Mom would spread the quilt on the wire netting and we five would snuggle into it while she tried to assure us all was well. It took a
pretty bad storm to get us down there. As a WWII vet, Dad refused to stay underground.
He insisted on keeping watch from the doorway. That quilt was always associated with
dirt and a sense of tremulous safety. That was my first quilt memory.
My next memories were of sleeping under Grandma’s quilts in the cold north
bedroom of her big two-story frame farm house. The bedroom itself was huge, too. I
might have been ok, but besides all the room the Boogie Man had to hide in (including UNDER the bed!) there was also a picture of a silhouetted howling wolf under a
hazy moon. That did it! If the Boogie Man didn’t get me, that wolf would!! Grandma
didn’t have night lights, so once she said goodnight, all the protection I had were those
HEAVY quilts pinning me to the bed. And, believe me, they were tucked around every
inch of my body, including my head except for the little tunnel left open for air. They
were heavy and they were TUCKED – like a suit of armor. If I couldn’t get out, nothing
was gonna get in! And, as long as no hands or feet hung over the precipice edge of the
mattress, I was SAFE!

Our Cover Artist ... Sally Keszler
Born in central California, Sally Keszler has had a passion for creating images as
long as she can remember. She studied art at the
University of the Pacific while earning a Bachelor of
Science degree in both mathematics and computer
science. She continued her education by earning her
Masters in math.
It was during this period of study that she started
combining her passion for imagery with her love for
computers. She now works out of her studio nestled
in her family’s vineyard in the outskirts of Lodi,
California. There she combines her painting, sketching, drawing and photography skills with her talent
as a skilled digital artist to create the perfect image.
Her artwork has been licensed to various companies who reproduce her images on greeting cards,
Sally Keszler
outdoor flags, coasters, pillows, paper goods, posters, etc.
In addition to creating her art, Sally runs a successful digital art business out of her
studio since 1996 that meets the needs of other artists crossing over into the digital age.
She has also established herself as a graphic designer with her award winning wine
labels and package designs.
Sally has two grown children and lives with her husband of 34 years, the grape
grower, her greatest fan and supporter.
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The next quilt came when I was in early high school. A special aunt had always
made dresses for my older sister and me throughout our grade school years. They were
made from the same patterns, but mine were always shades of blue, and my sister’s
dresses were in shades of red. The quilt she made me was a Sun Bonnet Sue from scraps
of those dresses. I understood it for the special quilt it was (and is) and have chosen to
never actually use it. It is my keepsake from Aunt B.
There was a time of chenille bedspreads and blankets made out of a new material
called velour, and quilts took a breather in my life. Then, in my senior year of high
school, my maternal grandmother gave me two feed sacks. I had no idea what they were
until she explained (now I have a small collection). After taking Home Ec. my freshman year, followed by sewing projects in 4-H, I made almost all of my clothes, so I had
lots of scraps. I sewed four-inch patches of dress materials and feed sacks into a quilt
top. Having no idea what I was doing and no guidance, I proceeded to find the heaviest cotton blanket for the inside “stuffing” of my quilt. I refused to use anything but the
heaviest! I was remembering the weight of Grandma’s and the cellar quilt. In my mind,
quilts were associated with weight! I also didn’t know anything about machine quilting,
so I ended up tying it with yarn. When finished, I put it in a big black plastic garbage
bag and stored it in my parent’s basement because life happened: four years of college,
a year and a half of teaching overseas, then coming back home and settling down. Six
or seven years later, I came across the sack with my quilt in it. As I said, I had known
“nothing.” When I took it out of the bag, all the pink gingham patches were GONE!
They had simply “melted” away . . . disappeared. All I can surmise is that there must
have been some sort of chemical reaction between the black plastic bag, the climate of
the basement and the partial polyester of that fabric. That was a hard lesson to learn.
Thankfully, I didn’t learn the “never-put-a-quilt-in-a-black-garbage-bag-cuz-it-couldget-thrown-out” lesson. That one came later and with other people’s quilts.
Quilts used in the intervening years were limbered up with use and lighter-weight
inner battings. I guess, as an adult, I no longer needed protection from scary things in
the night. Fast forward to my new quilt and thinking my thoughts that first night of using it. I finally fell asleep.
In the morning, I had a realization, as did my husband. When I finally admitted my
special quilt was sort of . . . er . . . well . . . “stiff,” we chuckled and agreed it was a bit
like sleeping under a tarp. It laid over top of us – there was no “tucking” it in, I came
to a conclusion. It NEEDED washed and (gently) dried in order to start it on its way to
becoming a well-used, very loved, soft and “tuckable” quilt.
There! You have my full confession! I think I’ll leave it to you to figure out what
it is I feel a bit guilty about. “To sleep under a quilt is to be loved” is a saying I came
across a long time ago that makes me feel a little better. The quilt just needs to be used
and loved in return.
Written by Sherry Osland of Praise Works Quilting in Abilene. In business and ministry for 13 years. For examples of quilting (as well as pictures of Hand-braided rugs
and Quilts That Redeem books, for sale) go to: facebook.com/praiseworksquilting Contact information: sherryo51@hotmail.com or 785-263-4600.
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The Dropped Stitch

Zip It!
by Sharon Greve
Sewing a zipper into a knitted garment can be downright scary! It can be so scary
knitters find themselves avoiding an element that can result in a super garment. Zippers
are not only functional but also fun, especially when paired with decorative and unique
zipper pulls.
Knitted fabric has stretch. Zippers do not. But, the two must be
joined together as neatly as possible to avoid unsightly ripples. Sewing
by hand is tedious but sewing by machine doesn’t allow enough control on hand knits. Different weights of garments need different weight
zippers. Heavy separating zippers are used for jackets and cardigans.
Regular dressmaking (non-separating) zippers are used for neck or
skirt openings. One-way separating, all-purpose zippers are for jackets
and sportswear. Invisible non-separating zippers, with flexible coil that
hides in a seam, are suitable for skirts and dresses.
Here is an easy 10 step Zip-It! Method:
1. Measure the length of the garment opening with garment edges lined up evenly
together. Select a zipper in matching hues or choose a bright contrasting hue to liven up
a solid-color sweater. If you can’t find one in the exact length, choose one a bit longer.
(See Tips below for shortening instructions.)
2. (Optional) Preshrink the zipper in the same laundry method you will use on the
garment itself. Wash it or carefully steam it so you don’t melt the plastic or nylon teeth.
3. Place the garment flat with each side evenly matched.
4. If using a separating zipper (cardigan) and the zipper is too long, align the bottoms to the hem; allow the extra to extend beyond the neck edge opening. If fitting a
neckline opening, the same as given above can be done. Or, match the top teeth to the
top of the opening, allowing the extra length to extend below the bottom of the opening.
5. Pin the zipper in place to the garment. Pinning close to the zipper’s teeth will hide
the fabric sides of the zipper. Be generous with the pins and time spent.
6. Fold the extra fabric of the top zipper extension forward and outward from the
center at right angles, securing with pins.
7. Baste the zipper in place by hand, using a backstitch through both the zipper and
knit piece. Remove the pins if you are satisfied with the placement and alignment.
8. With matching color thread, sew the zipper to the sweater using a running stitch
on the right side, or whipstitch it in place on the wrong side. Use neat, even stitches to
be firm enough to withstand the stress of wearing.
9. Re-enforce stress points at top and bottom edges.
10. Now zip up and zip down to be sure the zipper works and threads are not
caught.
TIPS: To shorten a non-separating zipper (closed), sew a new bottom stop by hand:
make a dozen running stitches over the zipper teeth .-inch below the point you would
like it to stop. Lightly dot fiber glue over the stitches and let dry. Trim the zipper .-inch
below the sewn area; dot cut ends with fiber glue.
To shorten a separating zipper (cardigans), sew a new stop at each topside of zipper.
When cutting nylon or polyester zipper tapes, consider sealing the cut edges with
a match. Be safe! Work over a sink with the water running in case the tape flares!
Fold any excess tape out of the way and sew along the garment edge.
If zipper teeth are sticking, rub a wax candle along the length to loosen them.
If your nerves are still shattered and the whole process is still quite scary to you,
visit your local yarn or sewing shop for professional assistance. Once you understand
the process and have experienced it, you’ll be ready to Zip it! Yourself.
Zip-Zip-Zip
© 2015 Sharon Greve Contact: castonshar@charter.net No reprint without permission.
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Taking time for love is more
important than getting things done.
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Kansas Quilt Shop Directory

• When you visit any of these shops, make sure to let them

know you found their information in The Country Register!

• If you are traveling a long distance, please check with the shop for its hours!
We apologize if a shop has closed since the printing of this directory. All information was
verified prior to going to press..

Abilene

Garnett

Material Girls

Country Fabrics

AD
17 108 E 5th Ave
on p 785-448-0003

AD
25 306 N Buckeye
on p
785-263-7787

Hays

Uniquely Yours
AD
5
2
1574
Jeep RD
on p
785-479-2332

Quilt Cottage Co.

2520 Vine
785-625-0080

Alden

Hiawatha

Prairie Flower Crafts
Sunflower Quilt Shop
AD
AD
205 Pioneer St
3
718 Oregon St
2
2
p
1
on
620-534-3551, 800-527-3997 on p 785-742-4343

Baldwin City

Hillsboro

Quilters’ Paradise
AD
1 713 8th St
1
p
on
785-594-3477

Kessler’s Kreations
AD
4
112
S. Main
2
on p
620-947-3138

Belleville

AD
8
on p

Holton

Sew Country

Quilting on the Square

AD
12 400 Pennsylvania Ave
on p 785-364-4050

1834 M St
785-527-2332

BENNINGTON
KT Bernina
AD

Humboldt

Heavenly Kneads & 		

g 26 103 N Nelson
on p
785-488-2120

Bonner Springs

AD
13
on p

Sunflower Embroidery
207 Oak St
913-422-4501

Burlingame

Great Plains Quilt Company
AD
119 W. Santa Fe Ave.
11 785-654-3303
on p

Burlington

AD
17
on p

Silver Threads & Golden 		
Needles
321 Neosho St
620-364-8233

AD 	Threads
18
on p 724 Bridge St
620-473-2408

Hutchinson
Cottonwood Quilts
D

A
23 126 N Main
on p 620-662-2245

Demelia’s Quilt Co.

AD
23 117 N. Main
on p 620-664-9710

Independence
Stella’s Quilt-N-Fabrics

4530 County RD 6000
620-325-5378

chanute

AD 	Threadworks I
18 313 E Main ST
on p
620-431-7700

Chapman

Lucky Charms Quilts

AD
25 405 N Marshall
on p
785-922-6190

Colby
Colby Sew & Vac
AD
1015 Taylor Ave
np7

o

785-460-1900

Quilt Cabin

1525 S Range Ave
785-462-3375

Conway Springs
D	Old Town Business

A
19 101 E Spring
on p 620-456-3225

Copeland

Sunflower Creations

AD
5 23403 2 Rd
on p 620-668-5584

DeSoto

I Don’t Do Dishes
33055 W. 83rd St
913-963-7912

DOWNS

Stuff ‘N Such
801 Morgan
785-454-3416

EDNA

Quilter’s Patch

AD
18 119 N. Marks
on p 620-922-3129

Eudora

Quilting Bits & Pieces
736 Main St
785-542-2080

Garden City

Bar K Fabrics

402 E Fulton St, Ste 1
620-275-7689

A Quilted Crow

902 Stone Creek DR
620-805-5073

JUNCTION CITY
Quilters Yard
AD

on p

25 718 N. Washington
785-307-0774

Kechi
Cindy’s Quilts-n-More

AD
22 128 W. Kechi RD
on p
316-744-0012

Kiowa

Clark’s Fabric Shop

AD
4 605 Main St
on p 620-825-4985

LACROSSE

A Quilt Corral
AD
812 Main St
7
on p 352-266-7108

Lawrence

Mea Bernina

AD
11 2449 B Iowa ST
on p
800-397-7750

Sarah’s Fabrics

925 Massachusetts
785-842-6198

Stitch On Needlework Shop
926 Massachusetts
785-842-1101

Leavenworth
3 Ladies Sewing Shoppe
D

• This Directory is made up of both current Country Register advertisers and nonadvertising shops. Current advertisers have a notation (Ad) next to their name
and the shop names are bolded - you can find an ad for their shop in this issue (Feb/
Mar ‘15) or visit our website, www.countryregister.com/kansas to download this issue
of The Country Register. • Are we missing a shop? Please let us know.

Mankato

Marion

Sew What

AD
24 125 E. Main
on p
620-382-2020

Mclouth
J. L. Fabrics

210 S. Union ST
913-796-6287

MCPHERSON

Stitches Quilt Shop

AD
24 102 S. Main ST
on p
620-241-2986

Meade
Green Acres Quilt Shop
D

A
5 140 W. Carthage
on p 620-873-5125

MINNEAPOLIS

No Place Like Home

AD
26 204 W. 2nd
on p
785-392-9065

Newton
Charlotte’s Sew Natural

AD
22 710 N Main St
on p
316-284-2547

Charlotte’s Bargain Fabric &
Stitchery
AD
2 601 SE 36th ST
2
p
on
316-804-4660

Norton
Stitch Up A Storm

113 W Main
785-874-5152

Oberlin

Country Quilting & Keep sakes
310 W Commercial St
785-475-2411

Joyce’s Quilting & Fabrics

AD
26 1837 E. Milo Drive
on p
785-524-4499

Manhattan

All About Quilts

AD
8651 E Hwy 24
9
p
n
785-539-6759
o

on p

26

AD
18
on p

Overbrook Quilt Connection

AD
11 500 Maple
on p
785-665-7841

Olathe

Quilter’s Haven

116 N Clairborne Rd #B
913-764-8600

Overland park
Addadi’s Fabric
9629 W 87th St
913-381-9705

Harper’s Fabric & Quilt Co.

Quilted Memories

Paola
Lil Red Hen Quilt Shop

AD
13 7 S. Agate
on p 913-294-5230

PHILLIPSBURG
The Quilt Bugs
205 West E St.
785-543-7905 or 785-543-4631

PLAINS
Country Quiltin By Design

AD
5 410 Grand Ave
on p 620-563-7757

Itchin to Stitch
1590 20th
620-736-2040
207 Q Rd
620-736-2942

Shawnee
Prairie Point Quilt &

AD
16 Fabric Shop
on p
11950 Shawnee Mission Pkwy
913-268-3333

SPRING HILL
The Quilted Sunflower
AD
111 S. Main St.

on p

13

913-592-0100
STOCKTON

AD
7
on p

Stitch & Chatter

513 Main
785-415-2015

Syracuse

Quilter’s Stash
123 N Main
620-384-5390

Topeka
AD
10
on p

Bernina Sewing Center of
Topeka
Fairlawn Plaza Shopping Ctr
21st and Fairlawn
785-271-7667

Stitching Traditions

2900 SW Oakley Suite H
785-266-413

Ottawa

Overbrook

1833 S. 9th
785-823-1515

Needle in a Haystack
AD
18
on p

Osawatomie

Chris’ Corner Quilt Shop

6411-D W. Morgan Ave
620-662-3681

Severy

Happy Crafters Quilt Shop
AD
7 1935 Parker St
1
p
on
913-755-4360
AD
17 3593 Hwy 59
on p
785-242-1922

Country Fabrics

SALINA
Emporium
AD

AD
7 307 Center Ave
on p 785-671-3070

AD
16 7913 Santa Fe DR
on p 913-649-2704

LINCOLN

AD
23
on p

Smoky River Quilt Shoppe

Meadows Quilting & Sewing
AD
3 200 S. 5th
1
p
on
913-682-8000
AD
5 102 S Indian Rd
on p 620-375-2044

Bill’s Sewing Center

AD
23 6411 W. Morgan Ave
on p
800-371-8695

Oakley

AD
7918 Santa Fe Dr
16
on p 913-648-2739

Prairie Flower Quilt Co

Pleasantview-HutchinsoN
5 mi SW of Hutchinson on
Hwy 50

Hidden Treasures Quilt Shop
AD
101
N Commercial
8
on p 785-378-8020

A
13 421 Delaware ST
on p
813-828-4003

Leoti

The Country Register • Kansas

troy
AD
12
on p

Outback Quilt Shop
310 W Locust
785-850-0375

Wichita
Attic Heirlooms
AD
1 1705 W. Douglas

on p

2

316-265-4646

Hen Feathers Quilt Shop

AD
21 110 N Rock Rd
on p
316-652-9599

Material Girls Quilt Shoppe

AD
535 W. Douglas Ste 140
20 316-684-5855
p
n
o

Picket Fence Quilt Co

AD
21 7011 W. Central #129
316-558-8899
on p

The Sewing Center
2407 W 13th St. N
316-832-0819

WILSON
Grandma J’s

106 23RD ST
785-658-2225

Winchester

Aunt Sadie’s Quilt Shop

AD
13 208 Winchester St
on p
913-774-7455

WINFIELD
Field to Fabric Quilt Shop
AD
9
1
907 Main St
on p
620-229-8540
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And the Winner Is....
The February-March 2015 Issue’s $50 gift certificate drawing has been won by
Karen
West from Holton. Karen has requested her gift certificate from Quilting on the
In this issue of The Country Register, we will give away one $50 gift certificat. IUse
Square.
She picked up her copy from the store and, even though it was her first time visyour gift certificate to go shopping at your favorite Country Register advertiser. The
iting
the
shop, she says she already loves it! Karen also wrote that she likes the recipes
winner will be announced in the next issue. Deadline for entry is
contained
in the Country Register and how informative it is about all the quilting and
March 15, 2015. (Names are not sold, given away or used for any other purpose.)
sewing shops in the state of Kansas.
You could be the next gift certificate winner! Just fill out the form on this page and
return it to The Country Register of Kansas before March 15. You can also e-mail the
Name_______________________________Phone_____________________ requested information to kansas@countryregister.com or through our website www.
countryregister.com/kansas. Use the “contact us” page.
Address, City ST___________________________________________________________
In addition to the gift certificate to a shop of your choice, there are additional ways
to
be
a winner in this issue. We are giving away a Hidaki project bag that is just the
E-mail address: ________________________________________________________________
right size for small handcrafted items. See a picture of it on page 15. We will also be
If I win, I would like my $50 Gift Certificate from: (list a current advertiser from this paper) giving away one copy of regular contributor Barbara Polston’s new book Quilting With
_______________________________________________________________________ Doilies, which is reviewed on page 14. If you want to be considered for either of these
bonus drawings, just check it on the entry form or let us know on your email.
Also enter me in the drawing for the Hidaki Project bag. _______
From Our Mailbox: We love receiving comments from our readers. Here is a samAlso enter me in the drawing for Barbara Polston’s new book Quilting With Doilies ___
pling. Sue Nopens, Osborne, says “I enjoy your Country Register so much.” Chantelle
I enjoy visiting the above chosen shop because_____________________________________ Hanschu, Wheat Ridge, CO, says “ This publication supports local businesses and I
I picked up this issue of The Country Register at____________________________________ enjoy the historical pieces.” Teresa Wiebe, Hillsboro, says “I enjoy reading this paper
to see what’s new out there and just because I like antiques.” Marsha Barr, Liberty, NE,
Do you tell the shops you saw their ad in the paper? Always
Sometimes
Never
says I love reading the Country Register. There are really neat stories, recipes and ads.
Thank you for sharing your thoughts with us!
Comments and/or Suggestions about The Country Register? Please include a note.

Drawing Entry Form

To enter, complete this form and mail to:
The Country Register, 988 9th Ave, McPherson, KS 67460

Want to save a stamp?

Just email the above information to: kansas@countryregister.com
OR enter on the website at www.countryregister.com/kansas

Scott City Quilt Guild Show -- February 21-22
See ad in Dec/Jan issue of The Country Register
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Discovering life’s repurpose
by Jace Sanders

I cringe now at the thought of having missed a perfect repurposing opportunity, but I was young and hadn’t been initiated into that uniquely creative world
then. It won’t happen again!
Most of us know the three Rs of sustainability: Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. There’s a fourth R and it is fabulous -- Repurpose.
My education started sometime after I spent a challenging week renovating
an abandoned house in Phoenix that we bought at auction. At the time, it felt
like I was participating in something really great by improving the dilapidated
property, knowing that it would help revitalize the neighborhood where it was
located. We spared no expense on the badly needed new windows, doors and
stucco. That home would look great when we were done.
Of course, in the process we tossed all the old stuff we pulled out of the
house -- because I just didn’t know any better. But don’t worry; I have repented
of my former careless ways thanks to my friends at Merchant Square Antique
Marketplace in Chandler, Ariz.
When I told them about the renovation, my friends winced at the thought
of my trashing ninety-year-old windows. They took me to a booth in the store
where a similar window lay. Someone had seen the discarded window’s potential, dusted it off and put it up for sale.
My friend asked, “How many kids do you have?”
“Four,” I replied and was told to email their photos.
There were six panes in the window. My friend typed a couple of quotes
and printed them along with my children’s pictures. We taped the images on the
back of the glass, using each pane like a photo frame and -- well, you should
see how incredible it looks.
That was my introduction to just how exciting repurposing can be -- and
cheap, since the window only cost me $50. Just yesterday, a friend commented

Continued on page 9... Discovering

Shop Republic County This Spring

Agenda
•
Belleville
•
Scandia
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Alta Vista • Barnes •Blue Rapids •Clay Center •Frankfort •Home •Manhattan •Wamego
Discovering..From page 8
on how great it looks. Sure, I’ve got good looking kids, but she was more impressed with the homey feeling this repurposed window brings to my otherwise
boring living room.
Although easy, repurposing does take some creativity. If you’re stumped,
just search the Internet for that fourth R – Repurpose -- and add whatever
you’re thinking about sending to the landfill.
The doors from that house we threw away could have been made into any
number of repurposed treasures: a headboard, shelving, wall décor, a hope chest
or even a coffee table.
Now I’m on a crusade to save others, like I’ve been saved, from throwing
away perfectly good junk with the potential of it becoming something beautiful and amazing once again. I’m not suggesting that we begin hoarding. Clutter
isn’t good for the soul, but before you go trashing old stuff, just ask yourself if
that item has any potential for becoming something else. I promise you will be
pleasantly surprised at what you come up with!
Jace Sanders is a manager at Merchant Square Antique Marketplace in Chandler,
Chandler, AZ. For more fantastic reads and ideas,
visit http://www.merchantsquareantiques.com/blog.
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An Affair of the Heart - OKC celebrating 30 years - February 6, 7, 8, 2015
Celebrating 30 years this show, yes indeed we are
What a Blessing this has been to make it oh, so far
In 1985, eight women set out to start a “Craft Show”
Where they’d be in 30 years...they really didn’t know
Connie, Linda, Eleanor, Lois, Anita and Susie too
In our hearts...Gayle and Bessie, we sure do miss you
Starting out with a Bible, $800 and the show in OKC
Now in Tulsa and San Antonio. WOW! That makes three
“Trust in the Lord with all your Heart...” Proverbs 3:5
If you do this, you won’t just live...you will truly thrive

Help “An Affair of the Heart” celebrate 30 amazing years by shopping at the February 6, 7, 8, 2015, show at State Fair Park, Oklahoma City. Doors are open Friday, 9 a.m.
- 6 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. and Sunday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. Admission is $7 and good
for all three days of the show.
- SHOW SPONSORS Vann, Permanent Cosmetics by Vann Reece. Cox Building, Booth #173.
Wyndham Gardens Hotel OKC Airport Conveniently located just minutes from
State Fair Park, they feature special show rates and FREE gift at check-in. Reserve your
room today by calling 405.685.4000 or online at aaoth.com
The Outlet Shoppes at Oklahoma City, 7624 W. Reno Avenue.
Renewal by Andersen Booth #163 in the Cox Building,
Southern Journeys. Each year they give away a $50,000 Grand Prize and you can
enter to win by stopping by Booth #52 in OK Expo Hall.
Welk Resorts creates vacation memories to cherish for a lifetime. First class destina-

In This Land Of
Little Rain
Cowboy Poetry
by Jane Ambrose Morton

S p r i n g o f ’5 2
Tossing pebbles at my window,
you roused me from my bed.
I pushed the window open wide
to hear what lay ahead.

You drove us up to Glenmere Park
and parked close to the lake.
Your hands were on the steering wheel;
your foot was on the brake.

“Let’s us go out to breakfast, Jane,”
“Right now?” I questioned you.
“Sure, soon as you get ready.”
“Well, I’ll see what I can do.

The drops streamed down the windshield
as rain began to fall,
but we took little notice as
I think back and recall.

But what’s so urgent it can’t wait?”
you smiled and said, “Come on.”
I climbed into your old blue Nash
while rain clouds hid the dawn.

I still remember what you said
that made me teary-eyed.
“I can’t imagine living life
without you by my side.”

We usually ordered hash browns crisp,
plus bacon, eggs, and toast.
The few times we had breakfast out,
we usually overdosed.

Those were the words that did it,
made me want to marry you,
but by that time, I knew for sure,
My dear, I loved you, too.

“Now we’ll just take a little ride.”
I puzzled as to where.
I had a class that morning soon,
and not much time to spare.
©2012 Jane Morton. All rights reserved. Used with permission.

“IN THIS LAND OF LITTLE RAIN”
Tales of a family and a ranch—told
through poetry of the West.
TO ORDER: contact Jane Morton, 12710 Abert Way, Colorado Springs, CO 80908
719-495-9304 • dickandjane2@earthlink.net

tions, warmly decorated hotel rooms and luxury villas. Locations include Branson, San
Diego and San Cabo San Lucas. Booth #31 in the Centennial Building or welkresorts.
com
Hoffman Kitchen & Bath is your one-stop design source to help with new kitchen
countertop, bathroom shower or a complete kitchen or bathroom remodel. Stop by Barn
#4, Booth #4015 or visit www.hfccountertops.com
Be sure to pick up a FREE/OFFICIAL AAOTH MAGAZINE at each building entrance to find out which building and booth # your favorite Media Sponsors and Celebs
are located!!!
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The Knitting Savant

All God’s Critters
By Andrea Springer

Change is the only constant in life, or so they say. My life changed dramatically at
the end of last year when I closed my solo consulting practice and took a full-time position with our local public radio station. It was the perfect job at the perfect time, and I’m
thrilled to be back working in the field. Needless to say, I’ve had to make adjustments to
my knitting schedule to accommodate the new work schedule. Big projects are on hold
for the next few months, so I’m settling in with some small items that I can finish in a
short amount of time.
As a consultant, I kept my own hours and when working on the computer, my knitting was always handy. I often worked a few rows trying to clear writer’s block when
I wrote reports for clients. Now, back in an office setting, I don’t think my project bag
or a cat on the desk would be seen as traditional tools for productivity. I love the new
work, but I do miss my knitting and our cats.
We’ve had many cats over the years and currently live with Petey and Dyson. The
boys are loving, quirky, feral rescues – just the way we like them. Someone jokingly
asked once if I knit things for the cats and was a little surprised to learn that I do. Knitted cat toys are almost as popular as the laser pointer in our house. I found a pattern
online several years ago for a mouse toy that I knitted, felted and stuffed with a little bit
of catnip. I’ve made several, mostly out of odd scraps of non-mouse colored, worsted
weight wool. The finished product bears enough of a resemblance to the real thing that
I’ve startled a time or two when I caught one out of the corner of my eye. Once, I was
out of batting and stuffed it with yarn scraps, which turned a little creepy when the cats
eventually ripped the toy open to get to the catnip. Our felines go bonkers over these
little wool creations, and I love making something that gives the critters this much pleasure.
I confess I’m a pretty guilty knitter/cat mom these days. The last felted mouse is
down to sad little shreds that I’m finding around the house. Our tabby, Dyson, insists on
loving it to the very end of its existence. And so, my next small project is another felted
mouse. I’ve got yarn picked out, a bag of homegrown catnip from the herb garden dried
and in the cupboard, and a small amount of soft batting to make it the perfect shape for
dragging upstairs, downstairs and all points in between. It will be the perfect thing to
knit during the evening hours - with the cats sitting beside me, of course!
Andrea Springer blogs at www.knittingsavant.com where she helps folks remember
that they have everything they need to be successful in knitting and in life. You can find
free original knitting patterns on that website. You can also follow Knitting Savant on
Facebook and Twitter or contact Andrea at andrea@knittingsavant.com.
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25 ways to tell your spouse, “I love
you”
By Carol J. Alexander

Whether you’ve been together for a day, a month, or 50 years, it’s important to show
your partner how much he or she is loved. According to Harvey Yoder, licensed marriage and family therapist and author of Lasting Marriage: The Owners’ Manual, if we
want to have the sparks, tingles or feelings of infatuation that dating couples have, we
need to do what dating couples do — express our love on a regular basis. Here are 25
ways to do just that:
• Take a walk — alone — without the kids. Ask about her/his day and then listen.
• Send the kids to Grandma’s for the weekend. Turn off phones and computers and
spend time together.
• Go to bed early and lay in the dark and talk. Cuddle without expectations of anything more and just share your hearts.
• Go to the photo booth in the mall and take a few strips of pictures of yourself.
Send them to him in the mail.
• Establish a regular date night. Take a drive, walk the mall or go to the park and
swing.
• Write her/him poetry on nice stationery. Put it in an envelope with a romantic postage stamp and mail it the old-fashioned way.
• Send him loving text messages throughout the day. A simple “I Love You” will
make his day.
• Sing her/him a song. Whatever is your song, learn it and sing it.
• When he complains about his day at the office, do not offer solutions. Simply encourage him.
• If you are a person of faith, pray for her -- daily -- and tell her that you are.
• Bake his favorite dessert. Don’t serve it to the family. This is just for him.
• Make her/him a gift. Do you carve wood, fashion metal or paint? Create something specifically for your wife or husband.
• Give her one of your T-shirts to sleep in.
• Give your wife a piece of family jewelry for her birthday or for an anniversary.
• Collect a few pictures of yourself as a child and make a little album for your husband. Write a caption for each picture sharing your memories with him.
• Weed the flower bed. Mop the kitchen. Throw in the laundry. Look for what she
didn’t get done today and do it -- without saying anything.
• Watch the children so your wife can have an evening out. Do this on a regular basis and you will be the most talked about husband on the planet -- in a good way.
• Don’t tell hubby about all those little things that need done -- do them yourself.
Grease the squeaky car door. Reattach the toilet paper holder to the wall. Caulk the
bathroom tub.
• While she’s away at the grocery store, clean the kitchen. If you have the time,
clean the refrigerator out, too.
• Mow the grass; take out the trash; or wash the car. Whatever chores he does on his
day off, surprise him by having them done.
• Kiss him good-bye in the morning -- every morning. Kiss him hello in the evening
-- every evening. Kiss him goodnight -- every night.
• Walk with her -- not 10 feet ahead of her. Hold her hand so you have to stay by her
side.
• When watching a movie, cuddle on the couch. No his and her chairs.
• Give her a massage. After the kids go to bed, when she can relax, put a comfy mat
on the floor and massage out all the kinks.
• Do not walk through a room where your husband is without touching him in some
way. Placing your hand on his shoulder, stroking his cheek or simply running your fingers through his hair all say “I love you.”
That’s 25 ways to tell your spouse, “I love you” -- for free. Remember, if you want
that spark that dating couples have, you have to do what dating couples do -- regularly.
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MODA Challenge to Honor Vets, Families

They face adversity and endure hardships; yet all too often their troubles go unnoticed. We also honor those Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines who must miss
holidays, birthdays, and family moments in far-away distant lands. It is for the family
members who keep the house running while their husband, wife, son or daughter is
away. It is for the children who dearly miss their deployed parent, brother, sister, uncle,
or aunt. We say thank you to the men and women who have volunteered to serve our
country and preserve our freedom. See the Moda website or participating shops for information about fabric collections used in the challenge.
Challenge Rules:
WHO: All quilters who would like to create a beautiful quilt to honor a military
family in their circle of friends, the community, or the nation.
See Moda Challenge, page 13
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Moda Challenge from page 12
WHEN: Challenge begins January 1, 2015 thru March 31, 2015
• Challenge quilts will be displayed at local quilt shops April 6 – 18.
• Customers may vote for their favorites. Each shop’s Viewers’ Choice winner will
receive a prize.
• A digital image of the Viewers’ Choice winner from each shop will be entered in
Moda’s Piece and Comfort online quilt show.
WHERE: Pick up an entry form at your local participating quilt shop.
WHAT: Ninety percent of quilt must be made with Moda fabrics. Fifty percent of
the Moda fabrics must come from one or both of the featured collections.
• Quilt(s) must be 54″x65″ or larger.
• Quilt must be quilted or tied and bound. No quilt tops will be accepted.
• Quilt must be labeled with Maker’s and Quilter’s name, city and contact information.

Ylang Ylang Essential Oil plays role in
perfume. soap industries
Canaga odrata genuina

By Wanda Headrick
Ylang ylang (Canaga odrata genuina) essential oil is a sweet, floral, exotic, balsamic, rather heavy aromatic oil. It is one of my favorites to use alone as a perfume.
Pure ylang ylang essential oil is produced from the flowers of a tropical tree known as
the canaga tree, which is primarily grown in Indonesia, Madagascar, Reunion, Comoros
Islands and the Philippines, along with other colonies and islands in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The canaga tree is a tall, fast growing evergreen tree that reaches 35 meter
height in its native state, under cultivation it is pruned to about 3 m. This tree produces
numerous large, yellow-green, strongly scented flowers all year from which pure Ylang
Ylang essential oil is then steam distilled. Even though production can occur all year,
the main harvest is in the early dry season of that region. There are two types of oil produced from the flowers of the C. odorata: canaga oil from the macrophylla species and
ylang ylang from genuina. This article is about ylang ylang – Canaga odrata genuina.
Multiple grades of oil can be harvested during the distillation process, ylang ylang III is
the most commonly used and sold today.
Ylang ylang, sometimes called “Poor Man’s Jasmine,” has long been one of the
most important oils in the perfume and soap industries. In some countries, it is a longstanding tradition for the canaga flowers to be strewn on the bridal bed of newly-weds
– possibly honoring the aphrodisiac qualities for which the perfume is famous. It is the
chemical content of alcohols and esters in ylang ylang that makes it a valuable essential
oil, providing therapeutic properties. Some of the therapeutic properties considered to
be in pure ylang ylang essential oil include: antidepressant, antiseptic, aphrodisiac, hypotensive and sedative.
Ylang ylang is considered excellent for helping to ease feelings of anger, anxiety,
shock, panic, fear and other excitable conditions by encouraging regulation of adrenalin
flow and relaxing the nervous system.
Its antidepressant and aphrodisiac qualities are well known for helping with problems such as frigidity and impotence.
Because of the antibacterial properties of ylang ylang, it is an essential oil that has
been used against Stap aureus in some countries. Its antiseptic properties are also considered to have a valuable action on intestinal infections.
Its sedative properties are considered to be useful in bringing down high blood pressure, rapid breathing and heartbeat.
A versatile oil, ylang ylang has a softening action on the skin and a balancing action
on sebum, making it effective for oily or dry skin and hair. It is thought to help promote
luxurious hair growth. Its reputation for promoting hormonal balance makes it an essential oil often found in blends used after childbirth to promote warmth and togetherness.
The Ylang ylang personality is considered to be passionate, feminine, charismatic,
erotic and sensual. Male or female ylang ylang personalities like being with others and
flourish when supported by others.
In subtle aromatherapy ylang ylang is considered to help create feelings of peace,
healing, meditation and spiritual activities.
Ylanag ylang essential oil is considered to be non-toxic, non- irritating and nonsensitizing. Excessive use may cause nausea or headaches.
Ylang ylang blends well with bergamot, citronella, grapefruit, jasmine, lavender,
lemon, Melissa, neroli, orange, patchouli, rose, rosewood, sandalwood, verbena.
PMS Spa Blend Essential Oil
Ylang Ylang Essential Oil
Clary Sage Essential Oil
Neroli Essential Oil
Sweet Orange Essential Oil
Calming Balance for Women
Ylang Ylang Essential Oil		
Lavender Essential Oil		
Geranium Essential Oil		
Sweet Orange Essential Oil		
Sandalwood Essential Oil		

20 drops
5 drops
5 drops
30 drops
20 drops
20 drops
10 drops
50 drops
10 drops

Blend the pure essential oils together for either recipe. Store the blend is a dark
glass bottle that has a euro-dropper insert and a tight lid. Once the blend is made it can
be used in a bath, diffuser or blended with carrier oils like evening primrose, borage
seed and pumpkin seed to make a massage oil to be used over the whole body. Remember that you can adjust the amount of each oil to your own specific liking by adding
more drops or fewer drops of a specific essential oil to the blend.
To purchase Pure Essential Oils and other supplies go to
www.flinthillsaromatherapy.com Or e-mail: info@flinthillsaromatherapy.com
We can be reached by phone @l 620-394-2250.
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• Quilt(s) remain property of maker unless they choose to donate quilt to a military
family.
• No limit to number of entries.
Prize Awards for Moda’s Online Quilt Show:
First Viewers’ Choice – $500, Second Viewers’ Choice – $250. Third Viewers’
Choice – $150. Designer’s Choice – $500
KANSAS Shops Participating include:
Charlotte’s Sew Natural (Newton), Field to Fabric Quilt Co. (Winfield), Meadows
Quilting & Sewing (Leavenworth), Needle in a Haystack (Severy), Prairie Flower Quilt
Company (Leoti) and Prairie Point Quilt & Fabric Shop (Shawnee)
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Book Review

Quilting with
Doilies
Inspiration,
Techniques &
Projects

Beautiful vintage doilies are given new life in
contemporary quilts and
sewing projects in a new
book by Country Register
contributor and avid quilter Barbara Polson. Quilting with Doilies provides
inspiration, techniques
and projects with more
than 135 color images and
10 patterns.
Beginning with an
explanation of the various types of doilies readily available, 15 quilting
projects creatively incorporate them into their designs. With 10 patterns and 137 color
images, the techniques are clearly demonstrated and explained. They include painted
appliqué, machine embroidered ribbon border trim, no math fabric-changing binding,
adding embellishments and words, and tips for working with silk, denim, or upholstery
fabric.
So get your doilies out of storage and follow along to make a variety of quilts, pillows, holiday stockings, journal covers and table runners — or be inspired to make
your own creative item. This book is perfect for quilters, crafters and sewers of all skill
levels.
Barbara has been quilting for 20 years. She enjoys showing her quilts and has won
numerous awards. She writes prolifically about quilting from her Phoenix, Ariz., home.
Book details: ISBN: 978-0-7643-4699-6; 8 1/2” x 11”; 137 color images, 10 patterns; 80 pages; soft cover. Price: $16.99
Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. is a family-owned, independent publisher of high-quality
books. Since 1974, Schiffer has published thousands of titles on the diverse subjects
that fuel its readers’ passions. From traditional subjects of antiques and collectibles,
arts and crafts, and military history, Schiffer has expanded its catalog to publish books
on contemporary art and artists, architecture and design, food and entertaining, the
metaphysical, paranormal and folklore and pop and fringe culture, as well as books for
children. Visit www.schifferbooks.com to explore the backlist of 5,000+ titles.
Win a copy of this book by entering the gift certificate drawing in this issue and
indicating you are interested in winning the book on the entry form.
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Quilt Project
New Mystery Quilt project starts in
this issue
Do you like a good mystery? Mystery quilt that is. In this issue of The Country Register of Kansas we begin a new mystery quilt designed by Ann Jones and sponsored by
Nine Patch Quilt & Fabrics in Nevada, Mo. Like our quilt projects, all directions will be
also available on our website www.countryregister.com/kansas, but unlike others, there
will be no pictures of finished blocks or the quilt until we’re done! We are planning for
the project to go through three issues at which time we’ll feature the finished quilt on
the website.
Are you ready? There’s some great shop hops and special events coming up. Check
them out and see if you can find just the right fabric for this project. Here’s what Erica
Skouby from Nine Patch Quilts & Fabrics said to get you ready.
Ann designed this quilt to be the Christmas quilt she has wanted to make for over
20 years and I (Erica) put a sunflower twist on mine when I made the quilt to test the
directions. This quilt is somewhat fat quarter friendly, and I have indicated this when it
works. We both used a lot of colors. Don’t let this scare you off. If your fabrics coordinate, it will work. The quilt is approximately 62” square.

Block 2: is a modified bear paw block. This block uses 4 fabrics. You will make 8
of these blocks.
Cut: Eight (8) 6-1/2 x 6-1/2” squares from Fabric C.
Cut: Eight (8) 3-1/2”x 6-1/2” rectangles from Fabric D
Cut: Eight (8) 3-1/2”x9-1/2” rectangles from Fabric D
Cut: twnety four (24) 4”c4” squares from Fabric E
Cut: Twenty four (24) 4”x4” squares from Fabric F
Cut: Eight (8) 3-1/2”x3-1/2” squares from Fabric F
Using your 4” squares from Fabric E & F, place right sides together, mark on the diagonal, sew 1/4” on each side of the mark. Cut apart on the marked line to make 48 half
square triangles. Press toward the dark and square these blocks up to 3-1/2” squares.
Sew the “toe” parts together and press toward the dark fabrick. Assemble blocks per
diagram.

Fabric Requirements:

Fabric A: 1/8 yard or 1 fat quarter -- medium/dark print
Fabric B: 1/8 yd or 1 fat quarter -- medium/dark print to coordinate with Fabric A
Fabric C: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters -- needs to be a focal fabric/can be a med/large
		
print or even fussy cut.
Fabric D: 1/2 yd -- needs to coordinate with Fabric C. I used a med/light fabric
Fabric E: 3/4 yd or 3 fat quarters - a dark color will work here, suggest a solid
Fabric F: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters - medium/dark tonal to contrast Fabric E and com		
pliment C&D
Fabric G: 1.25 yds -- this fabric can be a med/large print (I used sunflowers here) &
		
needs to coordinate with Fabric A & B
Fabric H: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters -- needs to be a light to coordinate with Fabric G
Fabric I: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters -- needs to be a med/med light to coordinate with G
		& H
Fabric J: 3/4 yd -- this will be in your border

Part 1:
Block 1: This is a 16 patch and will be the center of the quilt

From each of Fabric A & B you will cut eight (8) 3-1/2” squares. If you use a
3-1/2” strip x WOF then you can strip piece this by sewing the 2 strips together and
press toward the darker fabric. Make four (4) four patch blocks making sure your fabrics alternate. Sew the 4 patches (or all 16 of your square) together to make a 16 patch
per the diagram.

Block 1

Block 2

Win This Hadaki Bag in Our Gift Certificate Drawing
Two bags were ordered
by mistake -- and one of our
readers will be the winner
of this new Hadaki bag. The
bag is approximately 12”
wide by 9” tall, lined and
has a zipper closing. It’s
perfect for a pair of socks,
scarf or similar sized projects.
So whatever craft you
enjoy, if you can use a
smaller-sized bag for your
materials, fill out the gift
certificate entry form on page 7 or email your entry. Be sure you mark that you are
interested in winning the Hadaki Bag.
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KISSed Quilts

Random Acts
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How much fabric to buy?

This Dayw available

by Marlene Oddie

by Maranda K. Jones The

Here is one of the questions that I often get asked by quilters, “How much fabric do
you buy when you find just the right fabric, but you don’t have a project in mind?”
Here are some factors to consider. Is the fabric a motif that you’re collecting for
some future project, a color that you just love, or a great deal you can’t pass up? What
size quilts do you like to make? Let’s consider different components of a quilt and how
you might think of them in terms of this great fabric you want to buy.
The center of a quilt typically consists of different components -- a background, a
focus fabric and an accent.
Center background fabric -- likely used throughout the quilt top. Amount will significantly depend upon the size of quilt you might make. If a baby-sized, then a yard
would probably do. If a king-sized, you might want to get four yards since you don’t
want to run out.
Center focus fabric -- may be used throughout or it might be the fabric that you use
to choose the color palette for all other fabrics, but just use it sparingly or in the border.
If using it as big blocks throughout the quilt, you might want two yards, but also get
several coordinating fabrics to go with it, maybe a yard each. If using it just as a single
block, you might want 1/3 to 1/2 yard so you can decide later how big the squares will
be. Sometimes it is just a fussy cut element from the fabric that you want to use. For
example, for many years I’ve collected 1/3 yard of Snoopy prints. Growing up, I loved
Snoopy and even had a store-purchased bedspread with a huge Snoopy cartoon on it.
Why 1/3 yard? 1/3 yard is 12” and I might want to use 10.5” cut squares in a cartoonstyle strip. A fat quarter would do the trick as well. Check that you’re getting the motif
element that you desire in that particular cut of fabric.
Center accent fabric -- likely used sparingly but, depending upon the size of the
quilt, you might need ½ yard. If you use the accent in the border or even in a faux piped
binding, you might want a lot more; consider the notes below for border or binding fabric.
Borders often use more than one fabric, which could include border prints, accent
strips or large motifs.
Border prints -- usually printed on the length of fabric so buy the longest length of
your quilt plus ½ yard to allow for fussy cutting if you are lining up the motif for a mitered corner. Make sure it has at least four borders printed across the width of the fabric;
otherwise, if only three borders, you’ll need at least twice the smallest dimension of
your quilt plus a yard.
Borders with non-border prints–often the background is also used as one of the borders, so think of the longest length that you might need and purchase at least that much
so you could cut the border on the length of fabric first and then use the remainder of
the fabric in the center of the quilt. Being able to cut the border on the length of fabric
gives you a much better chance of not getting ruffles in the border, even if using an
accent strip that maybe ½” to 2” wide. Whether or not your border is just the accent
strip, a large motif, a border print or something else, buy the length of fabric that is the
longest length you’ll need, based on the quilt size, that will be ideal.
Backing is often not given the consideration it should. This is an opportunity to
provide another quilt if you are flipping it over and letting the quilting create the design. Wide backs (aka fat backs) are usually at least 108” wide (that’s 3 yards!) and
make putting your backing together very easy -- likely no seams. These wide fabrics
should be ‘torn’ off the bolt so that they are straight across the grain. If you send out to
a long-arm machine quilter, make sure the backing is at least 4” to 6” larger in both directions than the size of your quilt top. Be sure to check with your particular long-arm
quilter for their requirements. Backs are often not purchased until the quilt top is ready
to be quilted, but if you come across a great deal on 44/45” width fabric, you may want
to buy a sufficient amount for a back. If you make lap quilts, then three yards may be
sufficient, but if it is a king-sized, nine yards is more likely.
Binding is a fun accent that is the final frame of the quilt. There are several ways
to do bindings, some include two fabrics (faux piped binding), but for a standard binding they are typically cut 2 ¼” to 2 ½” wide across the grain of fabric. Curved bindings
need them to be cut on the bias. Bindings might be the same as the last border fabric or
a fun contrast, including a stripe or chevron. I tend to want a dark value as it may get a
lot of wear and could soil easily. For a baby quilt, at a very minimum you might get by
with ¼ yard, but be safe and get at least 1/3 yard, preferably ½ yard, which will be sufficient for up to a generous lap size. Up to 108” x 108” you’d be best with at least 7/8
yard, so maybe just get a yard and be safe.
Happy fabric hunting and buying.

Mother Hen always gave us little chicks new monthly calendars for our nests. In
other words, Mrs. Babcock, our beloved elementary teacher, gave us a copy of one
month at a time to apply to the corner of our desks with masking tape. Our daily assignments and ongoing projects would easily slide underneath, keeping our desks orderly
and neat. I am sure my love for order and organization stems from this early practice.
It was a new beginning. We would neatly color the month’s name, carefully write
the numbers in the boxes and organize our projects for the upcoming weeks. I loved to
know what we would be looking forward to each day and met each task with anticipation.
Others in my class looked forward to crossing days off, knowing each X meant we
were one day closer to a new month and one month closer to summer vacation. Sometimes it is necessary to look toward an ending, but beginnings always have an air of
excitement.
One morning, as usual, our daily worksheet had a quotation at the bottom. This one
in particular read, “This day will never pass again.” Being a fifth grader, I thought, “Uh,
yeah it will.” Mondays come around every seven days and so do Tuesdays. In fact, each
day always follows its predecessor and repeats without end. We go to P.E. on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, and every class we start by running laps. We go to music every
Tuesday and Thursday, warming up with “Ol’ Dan Tucker.” We spend time outside at
recess after lunch, and the bus takes the same route home every single day. These activities were not items we wrote down on our calendars, but routines we knew well and
expected. The days seemed to repeat, so why had our teacher shared this phrase?
Fast-forward 20 years to my classroom, where I realize that I have not only turned
Continued on page 17

Marlene Oddie is an engineer by education, project manager by profession and now
a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys designing quilts and assisting in the creation
of a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Follow Marlene’s adventures via her blog at
http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com, on http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts, or stop by
this summer during the Row by Row Experience.
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From Random Acts p. 16
into my mother, but I have turned into my teacher. I find myself at the front of the room,
writing the date on the board as I did each morning, and underneath the words, “This
day will never pass again.” Most of my kindergarten class was unable to read the statement, but it was an important reminder to me. It is a privilege and responsibility to
make this the best day possible for them. This is the only year these children will spend
in kindergarten, so it is my job to make it effective and enjoyable for all of us.
When I had my own classroom, it was easier to control the environment. I was responsible for the set-up, the layout, the procedures and the activities. Since taking time
off to be a full-time mother for the last three years, I am slowly getting back into the
classroom by substitute teaching. Each classroom has its own routines and expectations,
but it is still important to make the most of each day. Rather than writing out lesson
plans, I am following other teachers’ guidelines. Instead of writing my own to-do list, I
am following the Lord’s to-be list.
Galatians 5:22-23 has a thorough list of actions and attitudes that apply to any situation, whether I am home with my own children or in school teaching others’.
Although sometimes hard to attain, these characteristics set a high expectation for
ourselves and encourage us to strive toward that perfection that is only found in Jesus
Christ. Love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness
and self-control are at the top of my to-be list as we welcome a new year. The fruit of
the Spirit should be shared this day, for this day will never pass again. Jot it down on
your calendar and write it on your heart.
© 2014 Maranda K. Jones
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Town and Country Cooking –

Tastes of the Tropics
by Janette Hess

As winter lingers, you may find dreams of warm weather and tropical climes creeping into your waking hours. Make those dreams a reality -- in your kitchen, at least
-- as you indulge in the tastes of the tropics -- coconut, macadamia nuts, pineapple and
bananas.
Island Chicken relies on macadamia nuts and coconut for its rich, sweet coating. Crushed pineapple adds just the right texture to the sauce. Although you may be
tempted, resist the urge to eat your Island Chicken in a gently swaying hammock. You
might accidentally drop a few crumbs!
With Banana Bread Pudding, a mashed banana adds a creamy, mellow sweetness to
an old-fashioned favorite. Relax and enjoy! With Pineapple Sheet Cake, assembly is a
breeze, leaving plenty of time to indulge in pleasant thoughts of sun and surf.

Island Chicken
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

4 medium-sized boneless, skinless chicken breasts
½ cup panko (Japanese) bread crumbs or traditional bread crumbs
½ cup shredded coconut, processed to fine
½ cup macadamia nuts, finely chopped
¾ teaspoon salt, divided
2 tablespoons butter, melted
3 tablespoons flour
1 egg, lightly beaten
4-5 drops hot pepper sauce
1/3 cup prepared honey-mustard salad dressing
1/3 cup crushed pineapple

Mix together bread crumbs, coconut, nuts and ¼ teaspoon salt. Toss with melted butter; set aside. Pat chicken dry. Mix together flour and ½ teaspoon salt. In separate dish,
mix egg and hot pepper sauce. Dredge each chicken breast in flour mixture, then in egg
mixture and finally in crumb mixture, pressing crumbs onto chicken. Place chicken in
greased baking dish and bake at 375 degrees for 40 minutes, or until centers are no longer pink. While chicken is baking, mix together dressing and crushed pineapple. Warm
through and serve as a condiment with chicken.

Banana Bread Pudding
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

5 cups torn home-style or country-style white bread
3 eggs, lightly beaten
½ cup granulated sugar
2 tablespoons butter, melted
1 banana, mashed
2 cups milk
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1/8 teaspoon salt
Ground cinnamon, if desired

Place torn bread in 8- by- 8-inch baking dish that has been prepared with cooking
spray. Mix together eggs, sugar, butter, banana, milk, vanilla extract and salt. Pour over
bread chunks. Using fingertips, work liquid into bread, breaking up any large pieces.
Sprinkle with cinnamon, if desired, and bake at 350 degrees for 1 hour, or until top is
lightly browned and pudding is set. Immediately after removing pudding from oven,
run sharp knife around edge. Pudding will deflate as it cools. Serve warm with Caramel
Sauce.

Caramel Sauce

		
5 tablespoons butter
½ cup heavy cream
		
½ cup brown sugar
1 tablespoon rum (optional)
						
While pudding is cooling, melt butter in small saucepan. Whisk in sugar and cream.
Bring just to boil. Reduce heat and simmer for 10 minutes, stirring constantly. If desired, add rum during final minute of cooking. Serve warm.

Pineapple Sheet Cake
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

2 cups flour
1½ cups granulated sugar
2 teaspoons baking soda
1 20-ounce can crushed pineapple with juice
2 eggs, lightly beaten
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
½ cup chopped pecans

Mix ingredients thoroughly by hand. Pour into greased and floured sheet-cake pan.
Bake at 350 degrees for 25 minutes, or until toothpick inserted in center comes out
clean. Frost with Cream Cheese Frosting while still slightly warm.

Cream Cheese Frosting
8 ounces cream cheese, softened 2½ cups powdered sugar
½ cup (1 stick) butter, softened
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
		
Combine all ingredients and beat until smooth.
A trained journalist, Janette Hess focuses her writing on interesting people and interesting foods. She is a Master Food Volunteer with
her local Extension service and enjoys collecting, testing and sharing
recipes.
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Prescription for Adventure

It was a Zoo – in the Doctor’s Office
By Naomi Gaede-Penner

Once upon a time, my Kansas-bred father, Elmer Gaede, who had expected to be a
dairy farmer, exited the milking stall and headed to KU Medical School. He, along with
my mother, Ruby Leppke Gaede, planned to be medical missionaries in South America.
Those plans were thwarted, and he found himself in Alaska. In 1961, my parents homesteaded outside Soldotna, Alaska. In Alaska Bush Pilot Doctor, my father describes an
unexpected prescription for adventure:
“Farm kids that we were, we collected a menagerie of rabbits, orphaned lambs, and
always some large dog and a horse. Chickens appealed to Ruby, and then goats, geese and
ducks. As far as we were from neighbors, our cats managed to court trouble. In an attempt
to control this prolific population, I
took up neutering. Ruby assisted.
The surgeries required anesthesia.
Cats differed from people, and I had
difficulty calculating the amount of
medication needed. Yofee was one
of my patients. Ruby held down the
calico cat, while I administered the
anesthesia. Surgery went well. Yofee
remained asleep.
‘Okay, let’s go home.’ I said, removing the needle.
To my dismay, I realized the
intravenous needle had become dis
lodged and some of the anesthesia had
escaped into the muscle tissue. I’d
overdosed the cat. Matter‑of‑factly I
told Ruby, ‘I do the surgery. You deal Dr. Elmer Gaede at the Soldotna Medical Clinic
(1961)
with recovery.’
We placed the cat in a box and
drove home. Ruby assessed the situation. The cat’s eyes were semi‑open. She covered
them with a moist cloth. Then she threaded a tube down its throat and poured in eggnog.
One week later, we were enjoying sourdough pancakes and moose sausage, while Yofee
passively joined us in her box near one end of the table.
‘Elmer, the cat is doing something,’ exclaimed Ruby.
I looked over. The cat was exhibiting the initial reflex response of swallowing – and
about to swallow the food tube.
‘Yofee is coming back!’
This marked the beginning of Yofee’s second of nine lives.
Our children wondered how Yofee would act after her voyage into the unknown.
Truthfully, Yofee was not one of our more intelligent cats and we noticed no difference.
Our household pets weren’t the only animals requiring my attention. One routine
day at the clinic, my receptionist caught me in the hallway. ‘You have a patient tied to the
guardrail at the end of the emergency ramp.’ She laughed at my bafflement.
At the bottom of the ramp was a horse.
‘Dr. Gaede, there isn’t a vet in this area,’ said a young woman. ‘I thought maybe you
could look at my horse.’ Her hopeful eyes peered beneath curly bangs.
I could only hope my farming background would augment my knowledge of medicine. The horse’s leg was the presenting problem: an infected barbed wire cut. I prescribed
antibiotics and an ointment.
Another time, I discovered my patient was a spider monkey. The people-patients
didn’t seem to mind the entertainment in the waiting room. The monkey’s owner, a woman
with three small children – all crying in various degrees of hysteria – explained frantically
that the inquisitive creature had swallowed a fishhook. Although gagging off and on, their
pet seemed unperturbed and leaped on patients, end tables and even the receptionist’s tall
check-in counter.
I was well acquainted with fishhook cases. Over the summer both experienced and
novice fishermen and women became fishers of people, rather than fishers of fish. This,
however, was the first case when the hook was in the throat – of an animal.
I grasped the furry nuisance and took the wailing entourage into the examining room.
“Jeanie, bring me a pillowcase,” I instructed my nurse.
I stuffed the flailing monkey in the pillowcase, tied shut the end and dripped ether on
the cloth over the monkey’s head.
At first, the children stood spellbound; then they resumed their bawling, expecting the
monkey to die in my clutches.
After a few moments, my patient stopped thrashing. I removed the pillowcase from his
inert body, pulled out a long forceps and removed the hook. Almost immediately, the monkey awakened and jumped around the room, chased by the children.
I’d been known to tell Ruby that my day at the clinic had been like a zoo, but that day
I was really telling the truth!”

Find and purchase “Alaska Bush Pilot Doctor,” and Naomi’s
other Prescription for Adventure books, at www.prescriptionforadventure.com or by calling 303.506.6181. Follow her on
Facebook (Prescription for Adventure).

Road of Life

When road blocks and
unexpected turns spring
up along the path
you have planned . . .
You can quit on the spot!
Or build a new path
Then follow it in the
Direction your
Imagination takes you
For those who are dreamers
The choice is simple
By June Friend
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Collecting Antique Tea Cup Sets
by Mary Dessoie

Antique tea cups and saucers are lovely items to collect. They are easily found, the prices are affordable and the variety of patterns and
colors is endless.
If you are considering starting an antique collection, a tea cup and saucer collection is a good route to go. Tea cups and saucers have
been around for hundreds of years and are found in many types of materials, so there are
plenty of different items to collect. Whether you plan to casually collect or to aggressively hunt down specific pieces, you will need to do some research before you begin.
Determine what you want to collect. Perhaps you are attracted to tea cups and saucers from a specific era. Perhaps you just want a collection of cups you find beautiful.
Begin with some research and figure out exactly what you’d like to purchase.
You can’t start your collection until you know what you are looking for, so search
the web and read books on tea cups and saucers. Learn which items are the most common and which ones are harder to find. This way, if you are lucky enough to stumble
across a rare set, you’ll know to snatch it up right away.
You will want to display your collection so that it can be admired on a daily basis.
Since tea cups are often made of bone china or porcelain, you’ll want to keep them in a
safe place where they won’t break. Be sure to keep the collection out of direct sunlight,
as it might fade any paint on the cups and saucers over time.
Antiques require proper upkeep in order to prevent them from being damaged. Dust
your collection regularly and give the cups and saucers a gentle wash twice a year. Never
wash antique china in the dishwasher, as this may damage it.
While you can go online and simply purchase exactly what you’d like, searching for the items is much more exciting. By patronizing
the advertisers in this publication, you are sure to find many antique tea cup and saucer sets.
Mary Dessoie covers a variety of antiques and collectibles. She founded the Butter Pat Patter Association for collectors of butter pats.
A subscription to The Patter newsletter costs $22 and includes a mint-condition Royal Doulton butter pat and ten issues. Sample copies
are available by sending $4.00 and a LSSAE (70 cents) to Mary Dessoie, 7950 E. Keats Avenue, No. 178, Mesa, AZ 85209-5025. For those
who would like to start their subscriptions immediately and receive their pat by return mail, please send your check or money order, in the
amount of $22, payable to Mary Dessoie. You will receive an additional butter pat with your paid membership when you mention this
publication and the special double premium offer!
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National Quilting Day Observed March 21
National Quilting Day is being observed on March 21, 2015. It celebrates quilts and
those who make them annually on the third Saturday in March. The National Quilting
Association started National Quilting Day in 1991.
In 1989, the Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society organized a “Quilters’ Day Out”
on the third Saturday of March to celebrate the rich tradition of quilt making in Kentucky. In 1991, the NQA officers were so enthused with the concept and success of
“Quilters’Day Out” that they voted to take it to a national level.
The first National Quilting Day was observed in 1992 and since then it has grown
into a global celebration for all quiltmakers and quilt lovers.
There are countless ways to celebrate National Quilting Day. Check with your local quilt shop to see what special activities are planned.
The winner of the 2015 National Quilting Day Design Contest has been selected!
Congratulations to Danniele Bohannon of Harrisonville, Missouri. Her design was

The Country Register • Kansas

published in the Winter issue of the Quilting Quarterly and is posted on the NQA website www.nqaquilts.org.Danniele has been a four-time exhibitor at the NQA Quilt Show,
including participating in the SewBatik challenge. The pattern for her winning design
can be downloaded from the National Quilting Association website.
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Love and Beauty in an Apple Pie

Piecing Life Together

by Kerri Habben

Accepting Responsibility

           

Adam and Eve had their descent over one. William Tell skillfully and courageously
shot an arrow through one. Isaac Newton described the laws of physics after one
dropped from a tree. My moment with an apple was far less dramatic but it led me to a
deeper appreciation.
I was at the kitchen sink, peeling and slicing apples. The just-rolled-out crust waited
in a pie plate and my blend of sugars and cinnamon sat on the counter along with, of
course, the fixings for a streusel topping. Unless you are diabetic, I believe there is little
in this world that brown sugar can’t cure.
My eyes studied the world outside; the bare trees cast broad and spindly shadows
across the lawn as winter’s light lingered in pockets of precious sunshine. Mother Nature’s beauty culled the most positive thoughts. As I relaxed, I soon found myself contemplating the amazing construction of an apple, its beginnings and how it evolved into
a piece of fruit to sustain us.
My mother sat at the table knitting a shawl. As soon as the pie would go in the oven,
my own project of fingerless gloves was waiting for me. The news came on the television after a commercial for a grocery store, advertising ordering your food online to
save time. After the lead-in stories of the day, there arrived a segment about the stress of
preparing dinner. Then there was an announcement of some new technological gadget
that was expected to make our lives exponentially easier. Pausing, I gently held the halfpeeled apple in my palm and sighed.   
“Mom,” I asked as I smiled reassuringly at the fruit, “When did people forget that
food is beautiful?”
My mother and grandmother -- whose mother taught her -- taught me how to cook.
I learned most of what I know not through structured lessons, but instead by simply being in their kitchens as they worked. I learned from watching them as I sat at the kitchen
table and helping as I grew older. Of course, there were specific things that had to be
taught from start to finish, such as baking a cake. They taught me how to read recipes,
plan and ultimately put forth a well-balanced meal with the entrée and side dishes all
ready at the same time.
The most important thing my mother and grandmother taught me was something
that they never had to say. Their steady actions and joyful energy told me that they thoroughly enjoyed what they were doing. Even when I was young, I understood that within
their intentions was their deep and abiding love. I may not have known the words to
express that just then but I knew that they were truly grateful to prepare a delicious meal
for their loved ones.
  My mother and I cook together and often we cook for each other. I don’t have children, but if I did, I hope that they, too, would feel the love within me that I sense within
the women who raised me.             
My grandmother died in 2006, four months shy of 100 years of age. She lived the
last few years of her life in an assisted living community. We visited her many times
each week. She never spoke of it, but we knew she missed cooking.           
I knew because when we’d arrive in her room, she’d often give me a napkinwrapped roll from lunch.             
“Here,” she’d say as she held a hand out to me. “I saved this for you.”
Kerri Habben is a writer, photographer and historian living in Raleigh, NC. An
avid crocheter and knitter, she learned these skills from her grandmother and mother.
She donates many of her yarn creations to those in need. A published writer for nearly
twenty years, Kerri is currently gathering a decade of essays into a book. She can be
reached at elhserenade@earthlink.net.

		

by Barbara Polston

If anyone would have told me at the beginning of 2014 how I would finish
the year, I would not have believed it.
After a traumatic and emotional family confrontation, I was forced to take
a hard look at some of the decisions made over the past few years. While these
decisions allowed me to live with few time restrictions and in a much more
creative way -- which I very much enjoyed -- the downside was that I was rapidly approaching financial destruction. Something needed to be done, and done
quickly!
For many years, I had earned a decent living as a grant writer assisting
nonprofit organizations raise the funds needed to make positive change in our
shared world. So, when a good opportunity quite unexpectedly dropped into my
lap that had the upside of allowing me to manage my financial issues, I said yes.
This decision returns me to the nonprofit industry where I am writing grants for
an organization whose mission I can fully support.
While I am incredibly grateful for this opportunity and the foresight to take
advantage of it, this decision also has a downside. My time is no longer my
own. My sewing and quilting activities have almost ground to a halt. My life is
no longer as creative as it was just a few months ago.
People ask me if I’m happy in my new work. My response has been, “I’m
grateful for the opportunity and I made the responsible decision for my life.”
That’s as honest an answer as I can give. Family and close friends understand
that, sometimes, the need to touch fabric becomes overwhelming. I declare a
“studio day” and dinner is from the Crockpot.
Many quilt designs are still alive in my head. A select few of them are demanding attention. I am happy to still define myself as a quiltmaker. I hope that,
as I settle more firmly into my new responsibilities and new schedule, I will find
more minutes to spend in Studio Narnia.
As Hubert Selby, Jr., wrote in Requiem for a Dream, “Eventually we all
have to accept full and total responsibility for our actions, everything we have
done, and have not done.”
There are a few minutes available today; I’m headed into the studio.
Barbara Polston is the author of Quilting with Doilies: Inspiration, Techniques, and Projects (Schiffer Books, 2015) and an
award-winning quiltmaker. You can see Barbara’s quilts, join her
on Facebook or book her class and lecture offerings at www.barbarapolston.com. She was inducted into Arizona Quilters Hall of
Fame in 2013. Barbara, who has lived in Phoenix, Arizona, for over
28 years, is calmly quilting in Studio Narnia. ©Barbara Polston,
Phoenix, AZ, December 2014
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From Lydia’s File: Year-Round Tea Party Ideas

My Love Affair with Tea
When I began writing a tea column in 1998, my writing mentor said, “That subject
would bore me to tears.” But, 16 years later, I still love writing “A Cup of Tea with
Lydia.” I enjoy drinking tea, but it’s not the beverage I love most -- it’s the time spent
with friends.
Easy to Serve
My love affair with tea began 20 years ago when a friend gave me Emilie Barnes’
book If Teacups Could Talk. I read it from cover to cover and immediately sensed that
serving tea was a gracious, simple way to share hospitali-TEA. Serving tea and scones
seemed so much easier than preparing a whole meal of meat and potatoes with all the
trimmings. Plus, when people came for tea, they didn’t eat and run, they lingered and
chatted.
I read all I could about tea and started collecting tea accoutrements. Family and
friends gave me tea-related gifts, and now I have a china hutch filled with teacups and
teapots and shelves of tea books to inspire me.
At first, I tried to be fussy and proper and styled my tea parties after tearoom menus.
Soon, I became more relaxed and creative and did what worked for my time, energy and
taste. Often tea and scones or tea and sweets were enough to show hospitality and nurture friendships.
Satisfying to Share
When our first grandchild arrived, my kids dubbed me “Grandma Tea.” My love for
all things tea grew along with my precious grandchildren. Since I’m thoroughly steeped
in tea, I enjoy sharing my love of tea with others -- in my home over a cuppa’ tea, in
tearooms and by writing this column.
Tea is an exciting topic, with new blends, products and opportunities brewing all the
time. I’m definitely not bored to tears. The only tears are those shed while sharing heartfelt stories over tea.
I recall when a friend sat down at my tea table, set with pretty china, cloth napkins
and doilies. She burst into tears and asked, “For me?” She continued, “I like to do nice
things like this for others, but no one has ever done it for me.” She felt loved and pampered. I learned early that tea is not only soothing for the body, but that the time shared
over tea satisfies the soul.
Suitable for Many
Serving tea works great year-round for people in all stages and situations. I’ve
showered brides, new mothers and grandmothers with tea parties. I’ve taken tea parties
to the park with grandkids and delivered tea and treats to homebound friends and hospital patients. I’ve served tea to large groups at family reunions, and I served tea at our
church for our for-TEA-eth wedding anniversary.
When serving tea at home, sometimes I set up a buffet table and use a three-tiered
plate stand. Other times I serve tea family style and pass foods around. But my favorite
way is to serve each guest an individual plate with tea foods arranged on it.
Lasting Memories
I love creating memories over tea with family and friends. Just as my interest in tea
has grown over the years, so have my grandchildren.
Recently, when I attended our grandson’s high-school jazz concert, the band played
“When I Fall in Love.” I immediately thought of the rest of the line . . . “it will be forever.” As I sat beside my husband of forty-seven years, I recalled the many tea times we
had shared. And although that song refers to married love, for me, falling in love with
tea will also be forever.
I’m ready for a cuppa’ tea. Won’t you join me?
Lydia E. Harris is blessed with five grandchildren and authored Preparing My Heart
for Grandparenting: For Grandparents at Any Stage of the Journey (AMG Publishers).

If you need ideas to get started serving tea, try these:
1. January -- A new year with new opportuni-TEAS. Kick it off with a “Time for
Tea” theme and simple, low-calorie foods since people often want to cut back on eating
after the holidays.
2. February -- In this month of Valentine’s
Day and love, consider who needs love and caring. Do you know someone ill, lonely, shut-in
or sad? Why not deliver a tea party with Stash’s
Mellow Moments herbal tea and a package of
Walkers shortbread?
3. March -- Plan a tea party with lots of teas
for tea tasting. Consider black, green, white, flavored, herbal and rooibos teas. Add green foods to
go with St. Patrick’s Day. Sipping once, sipping
twice, sipping tea is extra nice.
4. April -- Spring into the Easter season
with colorful flowers on your tea table and freshtasting tea foods. How about cream-cheese-andcucumber sandwiches and a plate of fresh fruit
with sour cream and brown sugar for dipping.
5. May -- What about a Mother’s Day or May Day tea? Give guests a little forgetme-not plant. Include children, and play Mother, May I?
6. June -- Chocolate tastes delicious anytime. So why not try a chocolate-themed
tea? Republic of Tea makes a delicious Strawberry Chocolate tea, and you can find
other chocolate teas online. Make a quick brownie mix, and you’re all set for chocolate
and smiles.
7. July -- Celebrate freedom with a red, white and blue tea party. Make a patriotic
cake decorated with strawberries and blueberries (in the US), or use strawberries or
raspberries in Canada to symbolize their red-and-white flag. Serve with hot or iced tea.
8. August -- Friendship Day is celebrated on the first Sunday of August. This year
it’s on August 2. Invite your friends for an unbirthday party and celebrate with balloons,
fancy cupcakes, ice cream and tea.
9. September -- It’s back to school for kids and grandkids. Plan a tea party centered
around a favorite book, and make foods to go with it. Also, September 9 is national Teddy Bear Day, so it shouldn’t be hard to come up with unbearably cute and fun teatime
ideas for a teddy bear tea.
10. October -- Fall is in the air. Decorate with leaves, pumpkins and gourds. Serve
an apple dessert along with apple or spice tea and have fun!
11. November -- Make this a potluck tea. Ask guests to bring a favorite fall food
and come prepared to share something for which they’re thankful. Read Psalm 100
aloud and thank God for His blessings.
12. December -- ’Tis the season to be jolly, fa la la la la. Instead of a cookie exchange, plan a tea exchange. Guests bring a box or package of their favorite tea. Sample
some, and serve Christmas cookies. Then send teabags or packaged loose teas home
with guests. All those yummy teas will help to make the season merry and bright.
Happy teatimes!
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Let Me Out!
by Deb Heatherly

Several nights ago, my husband was startled by a sudden banging noise in our backyard.
“What was that?” he asked.
“I’m not sure,” I responded, “but it sounded as though it came from the storage
building.”
With a flashlight in one hand and a big stick in another, we cautiously approached
the door of the building. Slowly we eased open the door and stood ready for combat.
Just as slowly our cat Smidgeon stretched, gave us an “it’s about time you showed
up look” and walked out the door. I had been in and out of the building earlier in the day
and, apparently, he had joined me without my knowledge. Needless to say, he was quite
ready to escape when help arrived.
Later, as I thought about my poor kitty being stuck in storage all afternoon, I could
not help but think about all the UFOs ‘trapped’ in my fabric closet. If they had the ability, would they, too, knock over something and make a loud crash in order to summon
me to their rescue?
It was probably guilt, but the next day as Smidgeon enjoyed a special kitty treat, I
could not help but peek in at my many UFOs. Several were almost complete. I thought
what am I waiting for? One box contained thirty-two four-patch units made from Civil
war repro. I vaguely remember that my plan had been to set them in a vertical setting
like one I had seen in one of my books on quilt history. I had even pieced the blocks on
one of my many antique machines. I am not really sure why, except that it just seemed
to be the right thing to do.
As I laid them out on the floor, I suddenly remembered why this project had come to an end in
the first place: the sashing. What was I going to use
for the sashing? I auditioned several fabrics, but
nothing seemed to work. I was very close to throwing the whole thing back into the closet when I
spotted the perfect blue. This was just made for this
quilt, I thought, as I happily stitched for hours. Before long the quilt top emerged. (We won’t discuss
the fact that at this point in my life, no one had ever
taught me to calculate the size for setting triangles
for block on point. We’ll just say that somehow I
made them fit.)
Once it was complete, I draped the top over
the back of a chair and stepped back to view my
creation. I expected to pat myself on the back, but
much to my horror, something was all wrong. Civil
War repro should have that comfortable antique
look (or so I thought) but this quilt looked new.
Some of the fabric stood out like a sore thumb. I groaned, “Where is my antique look
alike?”
Now mind you, I was fully aware that I had purchased these charm squares the previous summer and that I had just finished stitching the top moments before. I knew this
top was new, but I had somehow expected a quilt top with a vintage look. Disgusted, I
threw the top back into the closet to give this some thought.
Days later, while glancing through the mail, I could not take my eyes off of the
beautiful antique quilt in a picture a friend had sent to me. I was shocked when I read
that this was not an antique at all but a great imposter. The information stated that
the maker, who like myself preferred a vintage look, had over-dyed the entire quilt to
achieve this effect.
“That’s it,” I almost screamed as I ran to retrieve my quilt top and then drove quickly to the store to purchase a bottle of tan dye.
The directions seemed easy. Fill the washer with hot water, dump in the dye and
then add the object to be dyed. I quickly completed steps one and two, but then stopped
dead in my tracks. The water looked like a mudslide I had seen on the nightly news.
Throw my top in there? There must be some mistake. I read and re-read the instructions.
Each time I came to the same conclusion. Was I really supposed to trust this muddy
water to transform my quilt top into one I would adore? After saying a quick prayer, I
threw it in and then paced the floor.
“I didn’t like it before,” I kept telling myself, “so anything is better than what I
had.”
I must confess that I peeked in the washer more than once in the process but could
not bear the sight. My quilt top now looked like a quilt caught in that mudslide on the
TV news. I thought what have I done? Soon the wash cycle was complete and I retrieved the brown, stringy mess.
“Oh well,” I said to myself, “I’ll at least dry it before I throw it out, or maybe the
cats can sleep on it.”
Thirty minutes later the dryer beeped to signal that drying time was finished. As I
opened the dryer, I could only stand and stare. Had the ‘quilt fairy’ visited my dryer?
Was this the same top? There before my eye was the cozy, worn, vintage top I had envisioned. The muddy water had done its magic.
Soon, the one time UFO was a completed quilt, which I proudly draped over the
back of the couch -- all because poor Smidgeon had wandered into the wrong place at
the wrong time.
“Hmm…whom should I accidentally lock up next?” I wondered out loud as I gave
Smidgeon a hug.
Deb Heatherly is the owner of Deb’s Cats N Quilts in Franklin, NC, and the creator of the Turbo 4 Patch, Cat’s Meow and Star Power Rulers. (Visit the Deb’s Cats N
Quilts YouTube channel for a demo.) Visit Deb’s Cats N Quilts at www.Debscatsnquilts.
com, on Facebook or on her blog at www.Purrfectquilting.com. This story was written
by Deb many years ago when she still lived in South Carolina and it was in a box with
other short stories that she recently discovered while cleaning out a closet.
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Just Start
by Nancy Parker Brummett
When my son Tim gave me a copy of Jon Acuff’s book
Start I thought the subject might have come a bit late for
me, but I was wrong! I just finished the book, and it’s full
of motivating advice for Boomers, like my husband and
me, who are launching Act 3 of our lives. I also saw application for elders we all know and love. Even people in
their 80s and 90s can “punch fear in the face, escape average and do work that matters”
as this author urges. With thanks to Jon Acuff (who also wrote the wildly popular, humorous book Stuff Christians Like) here’s some motivation for us all.
At any age each of us can stop living an average life and start living an awesome
one. Acuff says that to get to awesome there are two questions we should ask ourselves:
“If I died today, what would I regret not doing?” and “Are those the things I’m doing
right now?” Younger people might have feats like running a marathon or going to medical school on the list of things they would regret not doing, but our seniors may list
things like, “Call my sister in Idaho and have a nice long chat,” or “Take a lap around
the block each day.” The point is to stop thinking about what you wish you were doing
and begin doing it -- one small step at a time.
Moving from average to awesome takes us through several stages, according to
Acuff.
First we learn about the things that interest us, then we edit down to just what we
are most passionate about. The third stage is to master one or more of our passions.
Then we begin to see the fruits of our efforts; we begin to harvest. Finally, in the awesome life, one gets to the stage of guiding or mentoring others. But that’s not the time to
rest on your laurels. Oh no. Once you get to guiding, then you simply start again!
When I think of the older adults I know and love, I wonder if they fully realize how
much they have mastered and how valuable and helpful it would be for them to enthusiastically share their harvest and guide others. Even if it’s how to make a piecrust or
when to plant spring crops, every older person has something to share.
When we encourage them to do so, we will watch them change from average to
awesome right before our eyes. Did your mother immigrate to this country as a child?
Did your dad serve in World War II? Help them tell their stories to a group of school
children and share some living history. Do you know an older woman who might be
willing to teach young girls how to crochet? The opportunities for “awesomeness” are
limitless.
As longevity increases, news reports are replete with stories of people in their 90s
and beyond who take their first motorcycle ride, go skydiving or take a long anticipated
vacation. But it doesn’t have to be something so dramatic to move older adults from
average to awesome. Listen to what matters most to the elders you love and help them
find a way to move closer to living an awesome life. It’s never too late to start.
Nancy Parker Brummett is an author and freelance writer in Colorado Springs, CO.
“Like” her author page on Facebook, or to learn more about her life and work, visit
www.nancyparkerbrummett.com.
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Second Wind Secrets

Try this copycat soup for a hearty treat
By Kelly Illick

I always find it fun to go to a restaurant, loved what I’ve eaten and then go home
and try to recreate it. It’s even more fun when you like yours better than theirs. Though
I’m getting to a point in my life where I’m longing to eat out more than ever. I’m not
sure why this is. I’m thinking that maybe I’m tired of cooking, but that’s not really it,
because I love to cook. But really, it’s cleaning up that really gets old. If I could just
make the mess and didn’t have to clean it up, I think I could keep the same pace in my
kitchen.
Many years ago I affectionately nicknamed my father-in-law “my butler.” I always
loved it when he came to our home. He would always be right there beside me in the
kitchen cleaning up my messes, as I would be whipping up culinary wonders. There
are many reasons I miss my father-in-law, who has now passed on, but our times in the
kitchen together were my favorite.
As I was writing this article with my hubs reading over my shoulder, he is saddened
by my confession of being tired of cooking; he said that he would be my butler. Wow...
what a sweet guy! He’s fond of home cooking. Eating out is not his cup of tea.
This recipe that I share in this issue is one of our family favorites. It is a copycat
from a well-known restaurant chain. In this case, the first time I had it, I didn’t actually eat it at this restaurant. A friend of mine had made it. It instantly became my new
favorite soup. Shortly after, I tried it at the restaurant that the copycats have claimed to
have copied it from...The Olive Garden. I love theirs too. But, coming from someone
who thinks she should be a professional food critic, I thought my broth was better, but
the restaurant’s sausage was excellent. I love Zuppa Toscana at The Olive Garden, and I
love my copycat version.
All over the Internet there are similar, but different, copycat renditions of Zuppa
Toscana. They all vary a bit, as there are so many variables. Especially in the sausage
you use. I have found that I LOVE Johnsonville. It’s made here in my lovely state of
Wisconsin but I’ve seen it in freezers all over the country. From my experience it’s
always been fresh and I love the seasoning.
This soup is perfectly perfect to warm you up on a cold winter day. It’s a yummy
cream-based potato sausage soup that is sure to be loved by all. It’s a bit spicy but really
more tasty than spicy. You could tone it down a bit by deleting the red pepper flakes, but
I wouldn’t change the Johnsonville Hot Italian Sausage. It gives this soup great flavor.
But I suppose if you’re a true Italian, you might have your own favorite sausage.

Zuppa Toscana
1 pound hot Italian Sausage (I love Johnsonville)
1 tablespoon olive oil
3-4 cloves garlic, pressed
1 large onion, diced
1/2 teaspoon red pepper flakes
1/2 teaspoon sweet basil flakes
3 cans chicken broth
6 medium red potatoes
2 1/2 cups chopped Kale
2 cups heavy cream
salt and pepper to taste
Parmesan Cheese
Crusty garlic bread
Brown the sausage. Allow to cool a bit. Then drain on a paper towel to absorb some
of the grease. Set aside.
Quickly sauté your garlic. Then add onion and cook until translucent in color. Set
aside.
Dice or slice each potato (with skins on) into quite small pieces approximately 1/4
inch thick. In a large pot bring chicken broth to a boil and add potatoes. Add red pepper
flakes and sweet basil flakes. Boil about 10 minutes or until tender. Once potatoes are
tender, add sausage, onion, garlic and chopped kale to the pot. Boil for a couple of minutes until the kale starts to wilt. Reduce heat and add heavy cream. Cook until heated
through but be sure to not boil. Lastly add salt and pepper to taste.
When serving garnish, each bowl with a generous tablespoon or two of Parmesan
Cheese and serve with a crusty, chewy piece of toasted garlic bread.
Note: This is one of those soups that is even better the next day so I often get
this done an hour before dinner and let it sit a bit to let the flavors intensify and
meld.
		
Second Wind Secrets features fresh seasonal recipes from the north
woods of Wisconsin for healthy eating and occasional indulgences.
Kelly and husband Mark operate Second Wind Country Inn B&B in
Ashland, Wisc. Second Wind is known for its rustic elegance. Check
us out at www.secondwindcountryinn.com, become our friend on
Facebook or call 715-682-1000. Look for more of Kelly’s ‘secrets’ in
upcoming issues of The Country Register.
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Building Harmony

Episode 38: Chasing Rainbows
By Jeff Cappis
From our deck we could see across a natural valley to the treed hills beyond. It had been raining and on this particular day, I was
looking at the view with my grand daughter Hannah after a light rain. She was a precocious ten-year-old going on sixteen. As the sun
came out, a rainbow appeared across the valley. We
were blown away by its vivid colors.
“I hear there’s a pot of gold at the end of every
rainbow,” she said. “We should go and see. It doesn’t
look that far away.”
I smiled at the prospect. If anything it would be a
good excuse to go on a country walk with my granddaughter. Opportunities like this are becoming rare
these days.
“Sure,” I said.
So, trying to keep the rainbow in sight, we started
down the driveway. Then we turned onto the gravel
road. I walked as she skipped along. (Man, sometimes
these kids can make me feel old).
“Shouldn’t take to much longer,” she said excitedly.
“It should be just through these trees and over the hill.”
Having great fun, we trekked on. The experience
reminded me of another time I tried to chase a rainbow.
It was a few decades ago (man, I am getting old!).
I had taken up flying as a hobby and was only out on
my second flight alone. After waiting for a rainstorm to
pass, I was given permission to take off. I remember it
clearly. Just above the airport the grey drizzle swept away to a blue sky. I felt free as a bird. In fact I was.
Off in the distance I could see a rainbow. It was beautiful with vivid colors. Boldly, I decided to see if I could catch up and fly
through it. Maybe even get a picture. I wondered what a rainbow would look like up close
so I turned towards it and sped up the plane. My speed indicator showed I was going fast.
Funny thing though, I couldn’t seem to get any closer. It just kept moving away.
In the process I flew over farmlands and roads, skirted the edge of the city, climbed
the plane until everything below me got small, and I could see a curvature to the earth.
Feeling as if I could see it all, I thought, “Far out man! This is groovy!” (Told you I’m
getting old). I flew for an hour. Looking down, I was enthralled with the vastness of the
earth.
But, soon my fuel was running low and another storm was moving in. Time to take
the plane back. It was one of the great experiences of my life, but I never did catch that
rainbow.
When Hannah and I got through the trees and over the hill to where the rainbow
should have been, it wasn’t there. We could see it off in the distance and slowly fading
away. Vivid at first, it seemed to slowly evaporate into the blueness around it. We began
to see more. There were billowy clouds and birds. I could even see a small plane flying
away in the distance. Hannah was the first to lie down in the tall grass. I did too, and we
talked for an hour. Looking up, we were both enthralled with the vastness of the sky.
Soon the darker clouds began rolling in. We had to get back home before the rain. We
ran the whole way and just made it.
In the time since, naturally, the thought has occurred to me: even though I never
found the pot of gold, some of the best parts of my life happened while chasing rainbows
no matter how old you are.
Groovy.
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Calendar of
Events
When making a road trip, always call ahead to

confirm times and dates. We make every attempt
to provide accurate information, but there are
instances when things change. Always check
weather conditions and travel safe.

January 2015

22-Feb. 1…Celebrate Kansas Shop Hop, Various
31…Post Card Party, Sew What Quilt Shop, Marion
31…Super Bowl Sale, Itchin’ to Stitch, Severy, p. 18

February 2015

30th Anniversary Celebration, Charlotte’s Sew Natural, Newton, p. 22
1… Super Bowl Sale, Itchin’ to Stitch, Severy, p.18
1…Super Bowl Party, Heart’s Desire, Wichita, p. 20
1…Super Bolt Sale, Hillsboro, p. 24
1…Super Fat Quarter Sale, Country Fabrics, Garnett
5-8…Quilt Retreat, Quilts & Crafts, Wamego
6-8…An affair of the Heart, Oklahoma City
7…4th Birthday Saleabration, The Quilter’s Patch, Edna, p. 18
15…Stitcher’s Sunday, Fabric Recycles, Overland Park, p. 16
18…Hidden Treasures Quilt Shop Sale Day, Mankato, p. 8
20-21…Scott City Quilt Show
20-21…Quilting demonstration and tea time, Kechi Quilt Impressions, p. 22
20-22…Wichita Women’s Fair
21…Foof-da-rah Quilt Show/Sale, Sew Country, Belleville, p. 8
27-28…Way After Christmas Sale, Quilter’s Paradise, Baldwin City, p. 11

March 2015

5-7…Nashville Market Party, Heart’s Desire, Wichita, p. 20
15… Stitcher’s Sunday, Fabric Recycles, Overland Park, p. 16
18… Hidden Treasures Quilt Shop Sale Day, Mankato, p. 8
19-21…Tips, Tools & Tricks Tour, Various, p. 11
20-21…Quilting demonstration and tea time, Kechi Quilt Impressions, p. 22
20-22…Cherokee Quilt Retreat, Cherokee, OK
21…National Quilting Day!
21…Spring “Shop and Sip,” The Antique Mall, Scandia, p. 8
21…Runnin’ of the Strip, Various, p. 20
26…Susan Kappes Workshop, Material Girls, Abilene, p. 15
27-28…Great Plains Sew Down Shop Hop, Various, p. 15
27-28…Bloomin’ Fools Fabric Roll Shop Hop, Various
28…Pleasantview Spring Celebration
28… Susan Kappes Workshop, Material Girls, Abilene, p. 15

April 2015

8-11…Fabric Sale, Between Overbrook and Baldwin, p. 11
8-11…Heartland Quilt Shop Hop, Various
10-11…It’s A Gatherin’ Stover, MO, p. 27
10-11…Quilt & Stitch Expo of Pueblo, CO p. 27
17-18 & 20-25…11th Annual Prairie Stars Quilt Shop Hop, Various, p. 5
21-25…Quilter’s Motor Trip to Paducah American Quilter’s Society Quilt
		
Show, p. 27
23-25…Kansas Prairie Rainbow Strip Party Shop Hop, Various, p. 8
24-25…Midwest Prairie Bus Tour, Overbrook Quilt Connection, p. 11
25…Krazy Quilter’s Quilt Guild 2015 Quilt Show, Anthony, p. 4

May 2015

2-3…Kansas Sampler Festival, Wamego

June 2015

13…Save The Date, Quilts In the Courtyard, Holton, p. 12
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Charlotte’s Sew Natural (Newton)
Field to Fabric Quilt Co. (Winfield)
Meadows Quilting & Sewing (Leavenworth)
Needle in a Haystack (Severy)
Prairie Flower Quilt Company (Leoti)
Prairie Point Quilt & Fabric Shop (Shawnee)

CHALLENGE
Piece and Comfort

They face adversity and endure hardships; yet
all too often their troubles go unnoticed. We
also honor those Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and
Marines who must miss holidays, birthdays,
and family moments in far-away distant lands.
It is for the family members who keep the
house running while their husband, wife, son or
daughter is away. It is for the children who dearly
miss their deployed parent, brother, sister, uncle,
or aunt. We say thank you to the men and women
who have volunteered to serve our country and
preserve our freedom.

Featured Fabrics:
Haviland butter pat can say: “I Love
You”
By Mary Dessoie
Flowers wilt and chocolate melts, but a romantic butter pat will be with you forever.
When searching for that perfect Valentine’s gift, take a look at these diminutive china pieces. Haviland produced several that feature fairies and Cupid-like figures as well
as numerous examples in shades of pink or red roses. Butter pats are miniature plates
that were introduced during the mid-1800s for individual servings of butter.
Although the larger pieces of Haviland, such as tureens, compotes and chocolate
sets, are rare and prohibitively expensive for most of us, butter pats are plentiful and
reasonably priced.
It has been determined that Haviland companies alone designed as many as 60,000
dinnerware patterns -- most with matching butter pats. The Haviland factories in Limoges, France, manufactured china that was decorated in the French style of pastel floral
motifs for the American market.
The 1908 Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalog advertised a 100-piece Theodore Haviland
dinner set, including 12 individual butter dishes, for $23.50. The mail order company
offered sample butter pats, postpaid, upon receipt of ten cents to allow the customer to
see “the beauty of the ware and the delicacy of the decoration.” Today the same tiny
piece would sell for approximately $25.
Throughout Haviland’s years of production, patterns and colors were carefully
designed to enhance the numerous shapes of the blanks. These patterns and colorations
ranged from the plain Wedding Band pattern to the aristocratic and elaborate golds,
flowers of all genuses, classical motifs, Art Deco and all in a multitude of shapes.
These charming miniature plates take minimal space, and they can be creatively
integrated into your decorating scheme. Butter pats make beautiful wall display pieces,

alone or combined with handsomely framed and mounted artwork.
Try grouping an assortment of pastel Haviland butter pats around an Impressionist
piece of artwork for a stunning look. For a special dinner party, utilize pats as votive
candleholders at each place setting. Diminutive Limoges pats have been seen on the
tables of royalty and presidents as well as at the homes of discerning fine china lovers
everywhere. Why not make Haviland butter pats part of your table and home décor?
The Butter Pat Association was formed for beginner and advanced collectors of
china butter pats from the Victorian through Edwardian eras and 19th-century to current-day. A subscription to their newsletter The Patter, costs $22 and includes a mintcondition butter pat. Sample copies of The Patter are available by sending $4 and a
large self-addressed envelope (70 cents). To subscribe and receive a butter pat by return
mail, send your check or money order, payable to Mary Dessoie, 7950 E. Keats Avenue,
No. 178, Mesa, AZ 85209-5025.

